
• Enhance efficiency for board and staff
• Provide security and control for

important content
• Ensure board member engagement
• Document all governance activity
•  Demonstrate a commitment to

governance best practices

More than 68% of nonprofits surveyed in a 
2018 study report being unprepared for a 
cyber attack, without any policies and 
procedures in place in the event that a 
breach occurs.

BoardEffect’s broad range of intuitive and 
collaborative features allows for easy 
management of board and committee 
information, while also enabling board and 
committee members to be more engaged in 
meetings and more focused on achieving 
goals. BoardEffect makes meetings more 
effective for everyone.

boardeffect.com

BoardEffect, part of Diligent, is the board management platform that allows boards to work 
smarter. Answering the direct board management needs of organizations with different 
structures, missions and goals, enables our clients to be better communicators and 
collaborators while fueling efficiency at every turn. Nonprofit organizations have long relied on 
BoardEffect's modern governance tools to help their board leaders make informed decisions to 
power better outcomes.

With BoardEffect, your nonprofit can: 

BoardEffect excels at guiding nonprofit organizations 
towards modern governance best practices.
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NTEN and Microsoft “State of Nonprofit Cybersecurity Report.” November 2018, page 3.

The stakes are high for protecting your 
organization's most sensitive information. 
BoardEffect can help -- with customers across 
the globe ranging from healthcare 
organizations to institutions of higher 
education to foundations and traditional 
nonprofits, we’ve developed our product over 
the past 10-years with security top-of-mind, to 
support the especially dynamic, nuanced, 
critically important work of thousands of 
nonprofit boards.



A feature-rich, easy-to-use platform for board 
members and administrators:

• Online meeting books
• Secure workrooms for boards & committees
• Dynamic agenda management
• Surveys and polls
• Full annotation capabilities
• Electronic signatures
• Single sign-on integration
• Task management with progress tracking
• Calendar integration, attendance tracking,

RSVPs
• Mobile apps with offline access
• User directories
• Newsfeed

boardeffect.com
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CONTACT US TODAY

866.966.4987
info@boardeffect.com

UNITED STATES 

111 West 33rd St
16th Floor
New York, NY
10001

NEW ZEALAND

17 Birmingham Dr. 
Middleton 
Christchurch, 8024
NZ

UNITED KINGDOM

1-3 Strand
London
WC2N 5EH,
UK

With over 2,500 customers, 180,000 users globally and a 96% customer retention rate, 
BoardEffect is the modern governance leader that puts customers first. 

“I didn’t realize how much of an impact the easy delivery of board materials would have... 
We are a nonprofit company and we liked that BoardEffect understands the needs of 
nonprofit organizations. That, and the fact that BoardEffect is fairly priced, really appealed 
to us... It’s fantastic to get service right away from a live person when I have questions and 
the helpdesk staff is helpful, knowledgeable and totally client-friendly.”

-  Joann Cragoe
Executive Assistant to the President, 
American Public Media




